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Crude Oil 

 Estimated: A build of 1.2 million barrels and refinery runs 2.1% lower. 
 Actual: A build of 0.9 million barrels and refinery runs 1.9% higher. 
 The Iranian oil ministry indicated that the 1.8 million bpd output cut for the first half of 2017 is expected to be 

extended.  
 ISIS is using 300,000 civilians as human shields as enemy forces trek toward its capital in northern Syria. U.S-

backed forces have encountered landmines and checkpoints throughout Syria and civilians are made to dress as 
ISIS militants to make things that much more difficult.  

 Oil production in Wafa and Sharara oil field in Western Libya has dropped output to 250,000 bpd due to armed 
protesters. Force majeure was declared on Tuesday by the National Oil Corporation. Libya has been exempt from 
the recent cuts due to political unrest that sharply impacted production and exports.   

 The president of Brazil’s state controlled company Pré-sal Petróleo, indicated that companies were working 
through newer contracts and are expected to give the government its cut come September. The country will start 
to sell oil and natural gas from production sharing contracts this fall. 

 The national oil giant, Saudi Aramco, is being allowed by its government to cut its income tax to smooth the 
company’s initial public offer of shares next year. 

 The British ambassador to the European Union gave EU council President Donald Tusk a letter that invoke Article 
50 of the Lisbon Treaty which marks the start of the two-year negotiation process.  

 Azerbaijan’s Ministry of Energy is supporting the extension of cuts. Azerbaijan is the largest former Soviet Union 
country behind Russia and Kazakhstan. If February Azerbaijan produced 776,400 bpd.  

 President Trump is rolling back Obama era power plant rules and climate actions. The actions being taken are to 
boost U.S. fossil fuel production while attempting to attain U.S. energy independence.   

 A tanker is said to be delivering 500,000 barrels of US crude to the Isla refinery in Curacao, Venezuela. In 2016, 
Venezuela was the third largest importer of US crude behind Canada and the Netherlands, EIA data shows. 

 Libya declared force majeure on Sharara crude oil due to a shutdown of the country’s largest field, leading to a 
20% drop in output from the country. Force Majeure is a legal status protecting a party from liability if it can’t 
fulfill a contract for reasons beyond its control. 

Diesel 

 Estimated: A loss of 1.1 million barrels. 
 Actual: A loss of 2.5 million barrels. 
 BB Energy has purchased Morgan Stanley’s diesel terminal in Australia. BB Energy plans to expand its European 

and Middle Eastern markets. BB Energy was founded in Lebanon and has offices in Dubiam, Houston and 
Singapore. 
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Gasoline 

 Estimated: A loss of 1.9 million barrels. 
 Actual: A loss of 3.7 million barrels.  
 Group 3 V-grade gasoline inventories stored at Magellan rose above the 10 million bbl level and remain 2-3 

million bbls above the 2013, 2014 and 2015 averages.  
 Bloomberg calculates US refined products imports from Europe will increase 15% per day on average in March 

amid US East Coast gasoline inventory declines. 

Propane 

 Estimated: A loss of 1.7 million barrels. 
 Actual: A loss of 0.08 million barrels. 
 5 year average for week is a loss of 0.014 million barrels. 
 The 6-10 day - are calling for above average temperatures for much of the U.S. for April 2-6. 

 

 



 


